
(Editor's note: The following article in reprinted from the
publication Pulp & Paper Canada, Vol. 79, No. 9, Septem-
ber 1978, by permission of Southam Business Publica-
tions Limited of Don Mills, Ontario. It was brought to
our attention by L.B. Fauver, SPMC #4371.)

by Harry Spencer
BANK NOTE PAPER was first made in Canada in

1932: Howard Smith (now Domtar) was the company,
Beauharnois was the mill, and I was the mill manager. In
view of the present discussions about the state and future
of the Canadian fine paper industry, the story of how the
manufacture of this specialty was brought to Canada
may be worth telling.

In the early 'twenties, I had worked for the Strathmore
Paper Co. of Springfield, Mass., where high-grade bond

paper of 100% rag content was made, and had also visited
other mills making rag content bond. So I was familiar
with the equipment used. When I started at Beauharnois
in 1927, I noticed that our rag boilers, beaters, jordans
and paper machines were similiar to those used in the
U.S., and could be adapted to the manufacture of bank
note paper. The mill was, in fact, already making 100%
rag bond, and also a special 100% rag "steel plate" bond
for printing stock certificates and government bonds.

At that time all the paper for Canadian bank notes was
made in the United States. Most of these notes were issu-
ed by the chartered banks themselves. Each bank would
commission its own design, order its own paper, and have
the former printed on the latter by one of the two firms in
Canada qualified to do so. Thus — in principle, at any rate
— the market was open. And we knew we could buy linen
and cotton rag cuttings from the same dealers who
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supplied the mills that made the bank note paper for the
U.S. government.

Of course, the two Canadian bank note printing com-
panies already had their source of supply, and no enthusi-
asm for a change which might present them with prob-
lems. Nor did the Canadian government show any inter-
est whatever in helping us. But finally we managed to ob-
tain a trial order from the oldest Canadian bank of all, the
Bank of Montreal.

This trial was a success, and the Bank of Montreal de-
cided to become the first to print its notes on Canadian
paper. The Crane Paper Co. of Dalton, Mass., who were
making the bank note paper for Canada, were naturally
reluctant to lose the business. However, once the decision
was taken, they were most generous in opening up their
paper mills. I was even invited to go through their "Gov-
ernment Mill" where they made their bank note paper, as
well as their other mills making 100% rag paper, and was
shown every courtesy. Indeed, the Crane family and offi-
cials co-operated splendidly, and have remained staunch
friends.

The Bank of Montreal's lead in using our paper was
then followed by other Canadian banks. These bills were
larger — 7'/2 in. by 31/4 in. — than those we use now. But
the change to the smaller size — 6 in. by 23/4 in. — came
about very soon afterwards, as the consequence of a
rather more fundamental change in the authority issuing
the currency.

In 1934 the Central Bank Act was passed, creating the
Bank of Canada under Graham Towers as its first
governor, and vesting it with the right to issue bank
notes. In 1935 its first issue appeared, on the occasion of
the Silver Jubilee of George V — and on our paper. In fact
they were kind enough to present me with the 21st $1, $2,
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and $5 Bank of Canada bills printed — which of course, I
still have.

The chartered banks resisted the loss of their own right
to issue notes, because this was valuable to them: for in-
stance whenever any of these notes were destroyed in
catastrophes such as the sinking of the Titanic and of the
Lusitania, it was like cancelling cheques. Nevertheless,
this right was taken away. However, Canadian bank note
paper, I am happy to say, is still made at Beauharnois. In
fact, it has been made not only for domestic consumption,
but also for export to Asia and South America.

Russian rags replaced by
Manitoba seed flax

As one may imagine, the manufacture of a specialty so
demanding as bank note paper was not without its prob-
lems. A note in circulation must resist both counterfeit-
ing and wear. Its defense against wear is mostly the
strength of the paper it is printed on, while its main de-
fenses against counterfeiting are the elegant complexity
of its printing in colors, and special elements in the paper.
Consequently bank note paper must combine high fold
and tear with scuff resistance and printability, while
being made with the said special elements, under tight
security, and at reasonable cost. This is no mean job.

One of the first problems we encountered was getting
enough linen fibre. We need a lot of it, because when we
started in 1932 we were using a furnish of 75% linen and
25% cotton, the result of extensive tests that the U.S.
Bureau of Standards had made on both sheet strength
and printing properties. This linen came from cuttings
and new linen waste, a byproduct of textile mills making
linen cloth and thread. We couldn't get enough on this
continent, where the production of linen cloth is relatively
small, and had to look to Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, and
the western part of Russia, where growing flax and weav-
ing linen were still important industries. So it came about
that in 1936 I made a buying trip to Russia, from which
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we had already obtained some hundreds of tons of linen
cuttings.

In those days, life was very grim in Russia; people could
be seen on the streets wearing hemp cloth wound around
their feet, because shoes were so scarce. The British Em-
bassy arranged an appointment for me with the Commis-
sar for Foreign Trade, a Mr. Rabinovitch. I had hoped to
reduce the amount of foreign exchange we would have to
pay when we imported Russian rags, by bartering with
Canadian paper. But Mr. Rabinovitch, though he readily
admitted that there was a drastic shortage of paper in
Russia, said their policy was not to import it, except for
some technical grades from Finland and Sweden. He
explained that Russia had first lost heavily in the war,
then been torn apart by the 1917 Revolution: "We are
still trying just to feed and clothe the people," he said,
"we are not yet able to feed and clothe them better."

So I didn't have much luck. But in any case, Hitler's
activities were already upsetting the economy of Eastern
Europe, and it was plain to me that our supply of linen
cuttings would soon dwindle to zero. So we had to look for
another source of linen fibre.

This we found in seed flax. Sown more closely than the
flax used in manufacturing linen, this was grown exten-
sively on this continent for the manufacture of linseed oil,
the straw being left in the fields and burned as waste.
However, Ecusta Paper of Brevard, North Carolina, one
of the largest manufacturers of cigarette paper from linen
cuttings and hemp cuttings, had recently started a busi-
ness using seed flax waste as a raw material instead. We
quickly followed their lead, and thus established a new
industry in the Canadian West.

Near the source of the flax straw — at Morden, Manito-
ba — we built a decorticating plant. Here we installed
machinery to process the waste straw into what we called
flax fibre. This machinery consisted first of all of a dryer
for the straw (which often came in wet from the fields, and
secondly, decorticating equipment to crack or break its
woody parts, which were then partly removed by shaking

$1 Bank Note of 1935 issued by the Bank of Canada. Printed
by the Canadian Bank Note Co., Limited.

screens and similar equipment. In this way, three or four
carloads of flax straw from the fields were reduced to one
carload of flax fibre containing less of the woody parts
and more of the bast fibre, which is what we needed to
make bank note paper.

At the same time we built a pulp mill at Beauharnois to
process this flax fibre into flax pulp. We had to modify
the cooking process a bit into what was almost a kraft
process, and we found that a spherical rotary digester

was better for this than the old cylindrical rotary digest-
ers we had been using on the linen cuttings and waste.
The resulting hard, strong pulp was chlorinated, washed,
and bleached under controlled conditions in vertical
chests to a uniformly high quality.

By this time we were into the Second World War. As
the war went on and linen cuttings became still harder to
get, the flax pulp mill became a lifesaver in supplying a
linen content of adequate quality for Canadian bank
notes. (Some of this pulp was also used for high rag
content bond, and a softer flax pulp for cigarette paper.)

Dry printing — and less linen too —
through using melamine

At about this time another development began which
also eased the linen problem, by enabling us to reduce the
ratio of linen to cotton in the sheet. This development,
strangely enough, was arrived at as the solution to quite
a different problem. Although one reason for the high
linen content that we started with was strength, another
was printability. In 1932, bank note paper was always
moistened before printing to make it softer and easier to
print by the intaglio process, and the effectiveness of this
moistening depended on the presence in the paper of a
high proportion of linen fibres. This was because during
beating these fibres split lengthways, expose more sur-
face, and hence absorb water more readily than cotton
fibres, which merely broom at the ends.

I should also explain that this resilience of the paper
was needed in intaglio printing because here the design to
be printed is cut into the plate, and the ink lies in the de-
pressions, so that the paper must protrude into them a
little under pressure in order to contact the ink. (Intaglio
is thus the reverse of letterpress, where the design is rais-
ed, and the ink is carried on top, so that the paper con-
tacts it without needing to be resilient.)

The moistening process, however — in which machines
added 30-32% of water to the paper just before the print-
ing press — was a difficult one to operate, because the siz-
ing or resistance to water absorption of the paper requir-
ed such delicate control. When therefore in the late
'forties the Bank of Canada wanted to reduce the cost of
making bank notes, it was decided — after consultation
between the mill and the two Canadian bank note print-
ing companies — to eliminate the moistening step and
print the bank notes dry.

This change, however, involved a serious problem: the
bank note companies then asked the mill to supply paper
with a softer surface but — of course — with the same
strength. Part of the solution to this problem was found
in the use of melamine. This had already been used by
Crane to solve a different problem. When a serious short-
age of linen cuttings had developed during World War I,
Crane had managed to meet the strength specifications
by substituting first-quality cotton cuttings. But when
the notes were circulated, their surface scuffed so badly,
and there were so many complaints from the public, that
the whole issue had to be withdrawn and destroyed — at
great expense to Crane. They had then found that
melamine added to the furnish, substantially reduced
scuffing of the finished notes.

Now it was found that melamine also increased the
folding endurance considerably, without making the sur-
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face harder. This meant that, to meet the fold specifica-
tions, the paper did not have to be beaten so long. Hence,
even when dry, it had a more resilient surface.

After the British, American and the Canadian Bank
Note companies had changed from wet to dry printing,
which was completed in the early 'fifties, there appeared
to be no reason for retaining the high ratio of linen to
cotton. It was then agreed that the mill could reduce this
ratio from the original 75:25 to 60:40. As no serious prob-
lems were encountered, and no complaints received from
the public the next step was to make a trial run at 50:50.
The paper made with this furnish also appeared satisfac-
tory, and further reductions in linen content were made
over the years. Today, the linen cotton ratio is 25:75, just
the reverse of what we started out with in 1932.

Planchettes help defeat counterfeiting
The wear resistance of our bank note paper, and the

other properties which enabled it to be intricately printed
in colors to give maximum protection against counterfeit-
ing, were not all we had to worry about. There are other
defenses too, and as consultant to the Bank of Canada for
a number of years, I was involved in studies of them both
here and abroad. I found first of all, on my visits to bank
note paper mills in different countries, that considerable
difference of opinion existed as to the best methods of
manufacture. The U.S. and Norway, like Canada, make
their bank note paper on a fourdrinier; England, Ger-
many, and India use a cylinder machine; Finland makes it
by hand; and France uses several machines of unique de-
sign. These — in a mill at Clermont-Ferrand near Vichy —
use travelling moulds like those used in handmade paper
mills; the individual sheets are couched off on an endless
wire mesh, this passes over conventional dryers, and
finally the sheets are removed and piled by hand. Their
bank notes of 500 francs and over are made from ramie,
which is somewhat similar to linen fibre.

For identification and protection against counterfeit-
ing, English bank notes contain a plastic strip, which
looks like a fine line; while the Germans add long colored
hemp fibres for the same purpose. Watermarks are also
incorporated into the English, German, Indian, Nor-
wegian, Finnish and French notes, many of them very
artistic. But although watermarks have been considered
several times by Canada and the U.S., they require short-
er fibres, which result in less durability. The U.S. prefers
the use of colored threads, and we prefer green
planchettes.

The addition of these planchettes gave us many tricky
problems. We obtained a planchette machine, which
punched out the proper size of planchettes, and made trial
runs for a suitable type of green paper which would not
fade nor disintegrate when soaked in water. But when we
first added these planchettes to the furnish, they floated
on top of the stock on the fourdrinier wire, and could read-
ily be picked off the paper surface — sometimes off the
vignette, such as the Queen's nose. The idea of scattering
the planchettes throughout the paper was to create a ran-
dom pattern not readily recognizable as such, and which
if reproduced by printing could be detected as counter-
feit. In regard to the planchettes, and the other features
mentioned, the quality of the latest issues has been given
the highest approval, and several public statements have

been made that these issues have not been successfully
counterfeited. Incidentally, our planchette machine later
came in handy for making planchettes of different colors
used in ration card paper during the war.

One of the most important problems, of course, in the
manufacture of bank notes is security — keeping the
paper out of unauthorized hands. I designed the security
system, basing it on the measures used by the two bank
note printing companies. The first hurdle was how to

Bank of Canada $5 Bank Note, 1935 issue.

handle bank note broke, torn sheets, etc., at the paper
machine before the paper could be cut into sheets and the
count recorded. Wet broke was no problem; dry broke
was immediately placed in broke boxes, from which it
could not be removed without a special key. At each turn-
up of the reel, any small amount of paper was immedi-
ately transferred to this broke box. A printed label fas-
tened down the end of the paper on the reel, and was sign-
ed by the shift superintendent. The rolls were then taken
to the bank note cage in the finishing room, the door of
which could only be opened by two men unlocking two
different locks under the double custody method.

When the rolls were removed under supervision and
placed on cutters, the resulting sheets were immediately
counted. The truckload was then taken back to the bank
note cage where, the following day, the sheets were count-
ed again before being placed on the sorting table. The
defective and the perfect sheets were counted separately,
and the total had to equal the total shown when they were
first cut into sheets.

The count after each operation had to be recorded in
writing and then telephoned direct to the office switch-
board, where it was recorded on a master sheet. Each
count had to be verified by another girl counter who did
not know the original figure; and the foreman in the bank
note cage would not allow further processing until he had
achieved accuracy to the exact number of sheets. An
auditor from the Bank of Canada visited the mill at inter-
vals to satisfy himself that suitable methods were being
practiced.

This ability to control and account for every sheet of
paper made resulted in orders for other similar types of
paper, such as watermarked ballot paper for the province
of Ontario. Two girls from the mill who were experts at
counting reams of paper were sent to Toronto to verify
the count of this order on its arrival at the Ontario
government receiving area. Remarkable accuracy result-
ed in accounting for every single sheet of ballot paper in a
shipment of nearly 200,000 sheets.

So that's how one fine paper specialty, bank note paper,
was introduced to and established in Canada.
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